A convenient method of describing an extended object 111 quantum field theory, wh1ch '" regarded as a hadron, is presented. We describe the extended object by a coherent state and treat it on the basis of a variational approximation. The stability and orthogonality problems which are crucial in any attempt to render a physical significance to such a coherent state are investigated. From the stability condition, it lS shown that only the models which induce the spontaneous breakdown of symmetry have a stable coherent state. We also show that several topological conservation laws can be understood as a reflection of the orthogonality properties of the Hilbert space.
Recently a model of haclrons \vhich has a non-local property was proposed by Lee and Wickn on the basis of local field theory. They investigated the general properties of the vacuum excitation based on the self-coupled neutral scalar model and also the Fermion model coupled ·with a scalar field. The particle state in their model has a non-vanishing expectation value of fields only inside the restricted finite region of space. Although the vacuum excitation by itself is unstable, they suggested that it may become stable or meta-stable because of the Fermion field trapped by the vacuum excitation. The 11.I.T. Group 21 also proposed a model with an extended structure. Fields are confined inside the finite domain permanently. This theory, however, includes an auxiliary parameter B for confining the fields inside the domain. Purely field theoretical models which do not include an auxiliary parameter have been proposed by several authors. 31 -61 A variational approximation scheme was used by Yamaguchi to diagonalize the Hamil tonian. 31 Eguchi and Sugawara proposed an interesting unified Fermion model based on the fourFermion coupling theory originally clue to Nambu and ]ona-Lasinio. 51 vVe present a systematic method to describe an excited vacuum by coherent states and discuss its general properties based on several simple models. The SLAC group and also Cahill recently discussed a similar formalism. 61 They, however, did not discuss the stability condition of the excited vacuum states and the orthogonality of Hilbert space constructed on such coherent states. We give a convenient method to investigate the stability problem which is crucial in any attempt to render a physical significance to such excited vacuum states.
The orthogonality of Hilbert spaces forbids the motion of extended objects in some cases and the orthogonality causes the existence of some quantity which is common to all the states of each Hilbert space. This is the quantum mechanical meaning of topological conservation laws of Arafune, Freund and Goebel.n We present the general description of coherent states in § 2. Simple concrete models, the discussion of the stability and orthogonality problems of these models are g1ven in § § 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in § 6. § 2. Coherent state
As it has many quanta and a coherent phase, the vacuum excitation is described explicitly by a coherent state in quantum field theory. We start with the Lagrangian density for a neutral scalar field and set up the canonical commutation relation
For simplicity we quantize the theory in the Schrodinger picture. Decomposing the field operator into positive and negative frequency parts, we define the vacuum We define the operator
When we define the operator product as a normal product with respect to the vacuum 10), we have Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/ptp/article-abstract/55/2/588/1884523 by guest on 23 January 2019
As long as we can use canonical quantization, we can apply the present formalism to other Lagrangian models. We require the state 1/(f, g) IO) to have a m1mmum expectation value of the energy E(f: g) defined by
Then the conditions for f and g are given by
and
The first condition reduces to 
The positivity condition for the second variation is needed for the stability of the state. This is discussed in the following sections. We can define V(f) I 0) at any space position and for any function f(x) if Eq. (2·8) has solutions, and we can construct a Hilbert space on each Yacuum V(f) 10). Here we regard the state V (f) I 0) as a particle extending in a finite space-like region. Although the particle must satisfy the invariance properties of space and time, the state V(f) 10) breaks the translational and rotational invariance, and consequently, Poincare invariance is lost. Recovery of symmetry is apparently necessary. A detailed discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of the present paper, and we do not discuss this interesting problem here. § 3. !Vlodels 
and the coherent state is defined by
fz
The expectation values of energy and momentum become
J
Imposing the minimum condition for energy, we get
Of course, the expectation value of momentum is zero for this state. 
This solution has the property j,(=)=J,(-=). 
From the minimum condition for energy we get g=O, As it is impossible to obtain the solution analytically, we examine the behavior at ongm and in the asymptotic region:
Because of the presence of angular dependence of j~ (x) in the asymptotic region, the total energy is proportional to the scale of quantization box and is not iinite in the infinitely large quantizatiorc box. ~d.ore specifically. the total energy is given by
\\'here R is the radius of the quantizatiun box. 
;-,'o[u !ion
Our approximate solution is gi,-en by where r 1 and r 2 are defined by
The total energy of the state is finite and proportional to the distance "a" of two centers to leading order in "a" (3 ·15) where c is a function of only A and p. The linear proportionality of energy to the length is similar to the dual string, but this extended object cannot rotate from the orthogonality of states. This is discussed in the following section.
(iii)
fhKgs nwdel 10 ' The Lagrangian is defined by (3 ·16) \711 e transform the field variables as (3·17) then the Lagrangian becomes
ancl the Jacobian uf transformation should be added in the path integral formulation. 
The coherent state and the expectation value of energy are gJYen by
where e-n umber functions c (
x). d(x) .J(x)
and U (x) are assumed tu be regular functions. We choose the simplest choice for G,(x).
®,(x) = tan-1 1'..
:r
From the stationary condition for energy, we have
We can obtain the special solution for Eq. where r= ;;x:'t-y 2 and tan-1 rp,=
The equations for c(r) and j(r), and the behavior of these solutions at infinity are given by
Vv'hen we choose another choice for (-),.
we obtain the solution \Yhich has cylindrical symmetry around the line defined by the solution corresponding to a local maximum. The second case is that it 1s stationary, and the third case is that it corresponds to a local minimum. It 1s the third case that interests us, for the physical particles must be stable or metastable. In this case the sign of the second variation K. lshikazoa
h .
In case of the neutral scalar and infinitely small g(x), ](x, t) becomes (4 ·2)
Here we have used the equation for f(x), i.e.,
When we can solve the eigenvalue problem of a Schrodinger type equation, (4 ·4) we are able to i1westigate the time dependence o£ f(x, t).
(0 is a small constant), Taking the parameter a infinitesimally small. we obtain (4·8) The zero energy solutions are denvecl by differentiating tbe function (:3 · 9) with respect to :r, y and z. When we assume 0 to be the zero-energ,-solutions beha\ t' 2t the origin re-st VJ+ 4 iL'J/ 2 and tl1e~· vanish a.t mfinity. If the qu:;ntum number m is larger than one, the zero-energy solution \'anishes at the origin. From the above theorem, the state V(fm) I 0) is unstable. In fact, the second \·ariation r!' E becomes negatiYe when we take f as the zero-energy mode for m = 1. \f.{ e cannot say whether the state \T(fm) I 0) is stable or not when m is equal to o;w. ha\"e some common quantum number, the Hilbert space constructed on this set of coherent states has this common quantum number (i.e., the whole base vectors share this quantum nmnbcr). Therefore this number is the consen"ecl quantity (a sort u{ superselection rule). In the following. \\"e examine concrete examples. Also, the state which has an even (odd) number of kinks at one time has an even (odd) number of kinks at all time.
The true Yacuum 10) does not exist in a Hilbert space which contains the abnormal vacuum Y(f) 10) ,,-hen a function f is not square-integrable. However, the space of the true vacuum contains a state F (f.,) y-1 (f,) 10) when a difference -~-J; is square-integrable. Therefore a particle-antiparticle state exists in a space 
K. ls!ti!w.·wa
of the true \'acuum. Ho\vever neither a particle state nor an antiparticle state exists in the space, if V(f)JO)(V-1 (j)i0)) is regarded as a particle (antiparticle). This is an example of the confinement mechanism. Furthermore, only the state that has a small distance between a particle and an antiparticle can exist m the space of the true vacuum, for the overlapping integral approaches ;cero as the distance becomes large In case of the state represented by Solution II of § 3, the orthogonality is slightly different.
Here ct and fJ are the angles which specify the direction oi an extended objecl.
Therefore the extended objects represented by this coherent state can undergo translational motion but this object cannot rotate. All the vectors of one Hilbert space ha1·e the common a, 1 In a future publication we would like to discuss the problems of the mass spectrum and the form factor which are characteristic to the extended particles. f(x) = J~-~ tanh / 1 (r-R), The function f(x. t) becomes singular at the ongm and it increases with time uniformly. Therefore, the state I Y) varies with time (i.e., it cannot be stationary).
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